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POPIA AND B-BBEE
CAN WORK IN HARMONY LIKE THE PERFECT JAZZ BAND
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POPIA is not unique to the
South African context...
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investment

ownership

structures.

These

structures include Employee Share Ownership Schemes
(ESOPs) and Broad-Based Ownership Schemes (BBOS).

An explicit requirement of the B-BBEE legislation is for companies to promote a
culture of transparency and good corporate governance. As such sharing personal
information of trust beneficiaries to verify black ownership under the scorecards
requires companies and trusts to be aware of the POPIA act and its requirements.
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But, unlike the GDPR, the POPIA allows you to charge a fee for providing individuals
with a copy of the information you hold about them. If you choose to do so, you must
give a written estimate of the cost before you provide the service. B-BBEE ownership
schemes and trusts should carefully heed the stipulations of both POPIA and GDPR.
The fact remains that all ownership schemes and trusts will have to educate staff
members and put new measures in place to adhere to confidentiality clauses on
personal information, with the right securities in place. While most retirement trusts,
medical aid schemes, and pension funds are registered and POPIA compliant, it is
doubtful

that

most

broad-based

ownership

schemes

are

registered

or

POPIA

compliant. Broad-based ownership schemes see themselves as different, but they are
not, they need to adhere to the same rules as other entities.
The bottom line is that POPIA is intended to protect individuals and that trustees and
beneficiaries are assured that their personal information is kept confidential and
exercise their fiduciary responsibilities to keep information safe. Besides the financial
implication of an information confidentiality breach, the reputational risk can be
even bigger. Compliance with policy stipulations of both B-BBEE and POPIA is thus
seen as an absolute for all ownership schemes and should be seen in a serious light.

LEARN MORE
Need assistance with POPIA compliance
while remaining B-BBEE compliant?
Look no further
info@npiconsulting.co.za

www.npiconsulting.co.za
NPI Governance Consulting is a niche ISO9001 accredited B-BBEE Advisory, Sustainability, and Commercial
Advisory company, NPI Governance Consulting is part of the NPI Group of Companies that has a variety of
diverse commercial services ranging from Training, Learnership Management SME Financing, and Sustainability
advisory company. As a trusted BEE advisor to local and multinational companies as well as international
investors, NPI Governance Consulting has delivered end-to-end B-BBEE services to all market sectors through
business advisory, consulting, and project management functions. Their carefully-selected team of experienced
specialists guide and support clients – ensuring the delivery of quality solutions.

Contact details: IQ Business Park, Block Q5, No. 3 3rd Avenue, Rivonia,Johannesburg,Republic of South Africa
tel: (+27) 011 259 4018 email: info@npiconsulting.co.za website: www.npiconsulting.co.za
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